Localization of hydrogen-bonds within modules in barnase.
Proteins in eukaryotes are composed of structural units, each encoded by discrete exons. The protein module is one such structural unit; it has been defined as the least extended or the most compact contiguous segment in a globular domain. To elucidate roles of modules in protein evolution and folding, we examined roles of hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic cores, as related to the stability of these modules. For this purpose we studied barnase, a bacterial RNase from Bacillus amylolique-faciens. Barnase is decomposed into at least six modules, M1-M6; the module boundaries are identified at amino acid residues 24, 52, 73, 88, and 98. Hydrogen bonds are localized mainly within each of the modules, with only a few between them, thereby indicating that their locations are designed to primarily stabilize each individual module. To obtain support for this notion, an analysis was made of hypothetical modules defined as segments starting at a center of one module and ending at the center of the following one. We found that the hydrogen bonds did not localize in each hypothetical module and that many formed between the hypothetical modules. The native conformations of modules of barnase may be specified predominantly by interactions within the modules.